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Abstract: Heterocycles are generally biologically active
compounds and are the main basic scaffolds in many natural
and non-natural moieties. Recently, silver-catalyzed
syntheses have shown remarkable progress in the field of
synthetic heterocyclic chemistry. This review summarizes the
recent trends in the silver-catalyzed synthesis of nitrogencontaining heterocyclic compounds.

1 Introduction
Heterocyclic chemistry is one of the most complex and
intriguing branches of organic chemistry and
constitutes the largest and most varied family of
organic compounds. Many broader aspects of
heterocyclic chemistry are recognized as disciplines of
general significance that impinge on almost all aspects
of modern organic chemistry, medicinal chemistry and
biochemistry. Derivatives of heterocycles constitute
inevitable part of a wide variety of biologically active
natural and pharmaceutically important compounds.
Development of new strategies for the synthesis of
heterocycles has always been a hot research area in
organic synthesis. Nitrogen-containing heterocyclic
compounds are very important because these are the
basic scaffolds in many natural products[1],
pharmaceuticals [2] and materials of importance [3].
Transition metal catalysis is an emerging tool in the
field of heterocyclic chemistry, where palladium is the

Keywords: Silver, catalysis, nitrogen-heterocycles.

This review focuses on the silver-catalyzed
construction of nitrogen-containing heterocycles. To
the best of our knowledge, this is the first review
exclusively dealing with the synthesis of nitrogencontaining heterocycles by silver-catalysis [4] covering
literature up to 2019; however, a brief discussion on
Ag-catalyzed heterocyclic synthesis has been
described under the general topic Coinage metalassisted synthesis of heterocycles [5].
For simplicity and brevity, the N-heterocycles are
categorized based on the size of the ring as well as the
number of N atom in the ring.

2.1 Five membered N-heterocycles
2.1.1. Five membered heterocycles containing
one N atom
(a) Synthesis of Pyrroles
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Ag(I)-catalyzed atroposelective desymmetrization of
N-(2-t-butylphenyl)maleimides were reported via 1,3dipolar cycloaddition of azomethine ylides [6]. This
reaction furnishes a series of biologically relevant and
enantio-enriched
octahydropyrrolo[3,4-c]pyrrole
derivatives in excellent yields having high levels of
diastereo-/enantioselectivities (Scheme 1). A model
reaction of imino ester and prochiral N-(2-tbutylphenyl)maleimide using Ag(I)-chiral TFBiphamPhos complex as the catalyst and Et3N as the
base at room temperature in 0.2 h afforded the desired
cycloadduct in good yield and enantioselectivity with
excellent diastereoselectivity. After optimizing the
reaction conditions, the substrate scope of imino esters
was explored and observed that non- -substituted
imino esters having differently substituted phenyl
rings, heteroaromatic and fused rings reacted well with
N-(2-t-butylphenyl)maleimide. The formation of a
stabilized transition state via hydrogen bonding
between the NH2 group of the chiral ligand and a
carbonyl moiety of N-(2-t-butylphenyl)maleimide is
presumed to be responsible for the reaction.

Scheme 1. Substrate scope study of Ag-catalyzed
desymmetrization of N-(2-t-butylphenyl)maleimide.

The sequential multicomponent synthesis of
polysubstituted pyrroles via the Hantzsch pyrrole
-iodoketone with
the aid of high speed vibration milling under solventfree conditions was reported for the first time [7]. The
dicarbonyl compounds as the building blocks with the
formation of one C C and two C N bonds in the

Wang and co-worker developed another Agcatalyzed strategy for the construction of pyrrole
derivatives [8]. The dearomatization of para-substituted
o-alkynylanilines
on
furnishes
2-alkynyl
cyclohexadienimines, which reacts with electron-rich
styrenes (Scheme 3). Variously protected nitrogen
atom of aniline showed different effects on this
reaction. Ts and Ms groups showed best results
compared to Tf and Bz groups. The presence of aryl
groups, thiophene, cyclopropyl, pyridine etc. on
alkynyl group tolerated well with this reaction and
gave the expected product in moderate to excellent
yields.

Scheme 5: Competitive experiments between internal
alkyne and terminal alkynes with isocyanide for pyrrole
synthesis.

The [3+2] cyclization of allenoates with activated
isocyanides delivered 3H- or 1H-pyrroles [11]. The
reaction of methyl 2-benzylbuta-2,3-dienoate with
methyl 2-cyanoacetate in presence of 10 mol% of
Ag2CO3 without any ligand afforded 1H-pyrrole and
3H-pyrrole in 37:<2% yield in 24 h at 0 oC (Scheme
6). But when PPh3 was used as the ligand, the yield
increased to 55% with 3H-pyrrole as the exclusive
product. Further optimization studies disclosed that
the yield could be increased to 90% when CHCl3 was
used as the solvent. The cinchona derived alkaloids as
ligands were efficient for this protocol yielding 3Hpyrroles in good to excellent yields with excellent
enantioselectivity.

Scheme 3. Construction of derivatives of pyrroles from psubstituted o-alkynylanilines.

Martin and co-workers disclosed a protocol for the
synthesis of
-dimethyl-bipyrroles using silver
promoted cyclization [9]. This silver-catalyzed
bipyrroles and its derivatives by simply treating it with
NBS or NCS or with both.
A novel protocol for the synthesis of pyrroles via a
[3+2] cycloaddition of isocyanide with alkyne was
reported by Lan et al [10]. The reaction of ethyl 2isocyanoacetate with phenylacetylene in presence of
10 mol% of Ag2CO3 in NMP at 80 oC for 1 h delivered
ethyl 3-phenyl-1H-pyrrole-2-carboxylate in 89% yield
(Scheme 4).

Scheme 4:

Scheme 6: Ag-catalyzed synthesis of 1H- and 3H-pyrroles.

A new protocol for chromeno[2,3-b]pyrrol-4(1H)ones using silver catalyst has been reported [12]. The
silver oxide-catalyzed cascade cyclization of ethyl 4(2-hydroxybenzoyl)-5-iodo-2H-pyrrole-2-carboxylate
formed
from
3-iodochromone
and
ethyl
isocyanoacetate resulted in chromeno[2,3-b]pyrrol4(1H)-one in 87% yield (Scheme 7). 3-Iodochromone
with electron-donating and electron-withdrawing
substituents on the aromatic rings gave the
corresponding products in good to excellent yields.
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Abstract
Herein, we modified for the first time thermally reduced graphene oxide (TRG) using grape seed
extract (GSE), by simple probe sonication method. The effect of GSE on the structural changes
of TRG has been carefully analyzed through Fourier Transform Infrared (FT-IR), X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and Raman spectroscopy and these spectral data proved that
the TRG has been modified successfully. Furthermore, X-ray investigations proved the change in
crystallinity and coherence length of TRG, which could be further, authenticated by
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Nanobiotechnology gained at most importance in the current health-care systems. The present study
reports the synthesis and characterization of silver and gold nanoparticles which in turn act as a selective
inhibitor of human osteosarcoma. The in vitro anticancer studies on U2OS produced IC50 values in the
therapeutic range of 29.22 ± 0.42 and 32.83 ± 0.81 mg/mL for silver and gold nanoparticles, while the
ﬁbroblast cells (L929) produced IC50 values of 141.26 ± 2.5 and 157.23 ± 2.11 mg/mL for silver and gold
nanoparticles, respectively. The growth and action of infectious pathogens can be inhibited by the
synthesized nanoparticles. The silver nanoparticles is used to scavenge the hydrogen peroxide and
served as a sensor. The time-conserving microwave-assisted nanoparticle fabrication procedure is used
here at the natural pH. Silver and gold nanoparticles have surface plasmon resonance peaks at 437 and
553 nm, respectively. The Fourier Transform Infrared spectroscopy ﬁngerprints the role of amide groups
of proteins in the synthesis and stabilization process. Transmission electron microscopic analysis proved
the spherical geometry of silver and gold nanoparticles with an average size of 20.49 ± 6.68 nm and
25.05 ± 7.31 nm, respectively.
© 2019 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Nanoscience and technology provided the development activity
that has been growing explosively worldwide in the past few years.
Nanomaterials gained much importance in various ﬁelds of life,
including health care, cosmetics, drug and gene delivery systems
and cancer therapy, and food and paint industry. The properties of
nanometer-sized materials differ from those of the individual
molecules [1]. Among these, silver nanoparticles (AgNPs) and gold
nanoparticles (AuNPs) are of much importance owing to their
enormous applicability in the ﬁelds of catalysis [2], therapeutics [3],
and sensor technology [4].
Various methods for the synthesis of AgNPs and AuNPs are
known. Few of them are the chemical [5], photochemical [6], and
electrochemical [7] reduction pathways. Because these methods
included expensive techniques and hazardous chemicals, a novel
alternate approach using biological entities such as bacteria [8,9],

* Corresponding author.
E-mail address: beenamscs@gmail.com (B. Mathew).
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.mtchem.2019.04.013
2468-5194/© 2019 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

fungi [10], yeast [11], and plant extracts [12] was practiced. The use
of plant extracts is considered as the simple, efﬁcient, inexpensive,
and safe approach [13]. Many successful works have been reported
on the synthesis of nanoparticles using plant extract as both
reducing and stabilizing agents [14,15]. The beneﬁt of purity of the
product in the biological synthesis was overruled by its large time
consumption [16]. Microwave initiates the selective and rapid
heating of polar molecules [17], providing uniform nucleation and
growth conditions, ensuing evenly dispersed nanoparticles [18].
Morinda citrifolia (noni) has been well known for its high
traditional medicinal values [19]. It is a small evergreen plant,
belonging to the Rubiaceae family. Noni has traditionally been used
for colds, ﬂu, diabetes, and high blood pressure, as well as for
depression and anxiety. Its bark extract has been used for the
treatment of bacterial infections, cough, diarrhea in infants, and
stomach ailments. Its fruit is an effective famine food because it is
the remedy to many health challenges in women. Its bark and root
were used for the preparation of herbal and textile dyes. The constituents such as ﬂavonoids, anthraquinones, triterpenoids, proteins, and so on, present in the various parts of the plant M.
citrifolia, were proved to be responsible for their high antioxidant,
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2.1. Preparation of M. citrifolia bark extract
The bark of M. citrifolia was collected from mature trees and
washed thoroughly using double distilled water to remove the
impurities adhering to it. They were then sliced into small pieces
and air-dried for ﬁve days. Five grams of the sample was taken in a
round bottom ﬂask ﬁtted with a water condenser and reﬂuxed for
1 h with 100 mL of double distilled water. The cooled extract was
ﬁltered through Whatman No.1 ﬁlter paper and then stored at 4  C
for further use.
2.2. Microwave synthesis of nanoparticles

Fig. 1. UVevis. spectra of (a) aqueous bark extract of M. citrifolia, (b) AgNP-M. citrifolia,
and (c) AuNP-M. citrifolia. AgNP, silver nanoparticle; AuNP, gold nanoparticle.

antimicrobial, and anticarcinogenic activities [20]. Using root
extract of M. citrifolia, AgNPs [21] and AuNPs [22] were prepared by
overnight incubation at ambient temperature.
In this current article, we report the synthesis and characterizations of AgNPs and AuNPs were conducted using green routes
using a microwave-assisted synthetic pathway. The anticancer
properties of the synthesized metal nanoparticles are tested here
by using the anticancer assay called MTT. MTT is colorimetric a
colorimetric assay and is chemically 3-(4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)2,5-diphenyltetrazolium bromide. The cancer cells employed are
the human bone osteosarcoma epithelial cells (U2OS) and the
normal cells, namely ﬁbroblast cells (L929). The colorimetric
sensing properties of nanoparticles along with their antimicrobial,
and antioxidant potentials enhance the biological relevance of
the present study. All the analysis was conducted using standard
procedures.

The present microwave-assisted synthesis, 80 mL of 1 mM silver
nitrate/chloroauric acid solution was taken and 20 mL of M. citrifolia
bark extract were added and shaken well. The solution was then
placed in a domestic microwave oven (Sharp R-219T (W)), operating at a power of 800 W and frequency 2450 MHz, and subjected
to microwave irradiation for 3 min. The development of silver/gold
nanoparticles (AgNP-M. citrifolia/AuNP-M. citrifolia) in the vessel
was identiﬁed by a sudden color change from colorless to brown/
pale yellow to wine red and conﬁrmed using a UVevis. spectrometer in the range of 200e800 nm. The puriﬁcation and separation of
nanoparticles were conducted using a refrigerated centrifuge
(12000 rpm). After each step of centrifugation, the sample is
redissolved in double distilled water and the components of plant
extract adhered on the nanoparticles were removed. The samples
were air-dried, and pure samples were used for analysis.
2.3. Characterization
UVevis. spectral analysis was carried out using a Shimadzu UV2450 spectrophotometer. FT-IR spectrum was recorded on a PerkinElmer-400 spectrometer with ATR attachment. X-ray diffraction
(XRD) measurement was made on a PANalytic X'PERT-PRO X-ray
spectrometer. High-resolution transmission electron microscopic
(TEM) images were taken using a JEOL JEM-2100 microscope.

2. Materials and methods

2.4. Optical sensing of H2O2

Silver nitrate (AgNO3) and chloroauric acid (HAuCl4. 3H2O) from
Sigma-Aldrich were functional as the sources of silver and gold
ions. Aqueous solutions were prepared using double distilled water.

Sensing of H2O2 is performed colorimetrically using the synthesized metal nanoparticles. H2O2 (1 mL, 20 mM) is added to the
nanoparticle solution (2 mL, 200 mg/mL) to get a ﬁnal volume of

Fig. 2. FT-IR spectrum of aqueous bark extract of M. citrifolia.

Fig. 3. XRD pattern of (a) AgNP-Morinda citrifolia and (b) AuNP-Morinda citrifolia. XRD,
X-ray diffraction; AgNP, silver nanoparticle; AuNP, gold nanoparticle.
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Fig. 4. TEM images (aee) of AgNP-M. citrifolia at various ampliﬁcations and (f) seleted area electron diffraction (SAED) pattern of AgNP-M. citrifolia. TEM, transmission electron
microscopic; AgNP, silver nanoparticle.

Fig. 5. EDAX spectrum (a) and particle size histogram (b) of AgNP-M. citrifolia. AgNP, silver nanoparticle.

3 mL. UVevis. spectral measurements at regular intervals were
conducted to detect the extinction of H2O2 from the system. Kinetics of the reaction was also followed by noting the absorbance at
437 nm. The effects of the concentrations of H2O2 and the nanoparticles on the sensing action were also experimented.
2.5. Antioxidant activity-DPPH assay
The antioxidant properties of bark extract and the AgNP-M.
citrifolia and AuNP-M. citrifolia were analyzed using the 2,2diphenyl-1-picrylhydrazyl (DPPH) assay [23]. DPPH possessed a
single electron, and its methanolic solution has lmax at 517 nm.
When scavenged, the color of the DPPH radical changed to yellow
from pink. Different concentrations of samples (12.5e200 mg/mL)
were used for the scavenging analysis. Ascorbic acid was used as

the reference standard. Using UVevis. spectrophotometer, the
decrease in absorbance of the samples at 517 nm after 30 min of the
reaction was measured. DPPH of 3 mL was used as the experimental
control. Scavenging activity was expressed as Inhibition (%) ¼ [(Abs
control- Abs sample)/(Abs control)] X 100. All the experiments were
conducted thrice, and the mean values along with standard deviation were found out.
2.6. Antimicrobial activity
Considering the possible application of AgNPs/AuNPs in various
biomedical ﬁelds, the antibacterial activity of the synthesized
AgNPs and AuNPs was tested by the agar well diffusion method
against six selected microorganisms. Microorganisms were procured originally from Microbial Type Culture Collection, Institute of
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Fig. 6. TEM images (aee) of AuNP-M. citrifolia at various ampliﬁcations and (f) seleted area electron diffraction (SAED) pattern of AuNP-M. citrifolia. TEM, transmission electron
microscopic; AuNP, gold nanoparticle.

Fig. 7. EDAX spectrum (a) and particle size histogram (b) of AuNP-M. citrifolia. AuNP, gold nanoparticle.

Microbial Technology, Chandigarh, India. Muller Hinton agar plates
(20 mL) were swabbed with two of the gram-positive strains Bacillus subtilis (MTCC 441) and Lactococcus lactis (MTCC 3041) and
two of the gram-negative strains Pseudomonas aeruginosa (MTCC
424) and Enterobacter aerogenes (MTCC 6804). The fungi Aspergillus
terreus (MTCC) and Penicillium citrinum (MTCC 1256) were swabbed
on the Potato Dextrose agar plates that were overnight incubated.
Wells of approximately 6 mm were bored on the conﬂuent lawn
using a well cutter that is sterile. Wells were named as A, B, C, and D
and were loaded with double distilled water (50 mL) and aqueous
bark extract of M. citrifolia (0.05 mg/mL, 50 mL), AgNP-M. citrifolia
(0.02 mg/mL, 50 mL), and AuNP-M. citrifolia (0.02 mg/mL, 50 mL),
respectively. The positive control streptomycin/griseofulvin (50 mL,
10 mg/mL), respectively, was used against bacterial and fungal

strains, and double distilled water constitutes the negative control.
After 24 h and 1 week of incubation span for bacterial and fungal
plates, the zone of inhibition was measured in millimeter, respectively, for bacterial and fungal strains. All the experiments were
replicated, and the mean and standard deviation of the zone of
inhibition was found out. Data were statically analyzed.
2.7. In vitro cytotoxicity assay (MTT)
In vitro cytotoxicity of the synthesized nanoparticles, AgNP-M.
citrifolia and AuNP-M. citrifolia, was investigated along with
the plant extract using bone osteosarcoma cell lines U2OS and
ﬁbroblast cell lines L929 that were used for anticancer analysis
using the dye MTT [24]. MTT is 3-(4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5-
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Fig. 8. Sensing of H2O2 (20 mM) using (a) AgNP-M. citrifolia (200 mg/mL), (b) plot of ln[A] versus time (A ¼ 439 nm), (c) effect of concentration of H2O2 (1e20 mM) on and (d)
ineffectiveness of AuNP-M. citrifolia (200 mg/mL) in sensing H2O2 (20 mM). AgNP, silver nanoparticle; AuNP, gold nanoparticle.

100 mg/mL in 100 mL of 5% MEM, modiﬁed eagles medium) were
added in triplicates and then ﬁve times serially diluted by the
twofold dilution method. The system was again incubated at 37  C
in a CO2 (5%) humidiﬁed incubator. The control of the experiment
was constituted by the untreated cells.
To the test and control wells, the reconstituted MTT solution
(30 mL, 5 mg/mL in PBS, phosphate-buffered saline medium) was
added after 24 h of the incubation period. The plates were gently
shaken well and incubated again for 4 h (5% CO2, at 37  C). In order
to solubilize the formazan crystals formed in each well, 100 mL of
DMSO (dimethyl sulphoxide) was added after detaching the supernatant and the contents were well mixed. The absorbance at
570 nm for each set of test and the control solutions were measured
by using a plate-reading spectrophotometer. The viability (%) of
cells is directly proportional to the percentage conversion of the
tetrazolium salt (MTT) to the colored formazan crystals [25]. The
percentage of growth inhibition was calculated by Eq. (1).
Fig. 9. Free radical scavenging (DPPH) activity of M. citrifolia, AgNP-M. citrifolia, and
AuNP-M. citrifolia compared to standard ascorbic acid (12.5e200 mg/mL). Values are
mean ± SD (n ¼ 3). DPPH, 2,2-diphenyl-1-picrylhydrazyl; SD, standard deviation;
AgNP, silver nanoparticle; AuNP, gold nanoparticle.

diphenyltetrazolium bromide. The cells were procured from National Centre for Cell Sciences, Pune, India, and were maintained in
Dulbecco's Modiﬁed Eagle's Medium (Gibco, Invitrogen).
A monolayer of two-day-old conﬂuent cells was trypsinized;
100 mL of cultured cell suspension (5  104 cells/wells) was seeded
in 96 well plates and was kept at 37  C in a humidiﬁed 5% CO2
incubator (NBS Eppendorf, Germany). When the cells are sufﬁciently grown, the culture medium was removed and different
concentrations of freshly prepared samples (6.25, 12.5, 25, 50, and

Viabilityð%Þ ¼

Mean OD Samples
x 100
Mean OD of Control

(1)

The IC50 values were calculated for each set of data using
GraphPad Prism software, and the mean ± standard deviation was
identiﬁed.

2.8. Statistical analysis
Experimental data were expressed as the mean ± standard deviation and were analyzed by one way analysis of variance followed
by post hoc (Tukey's) analysis using Graphpad Prism software. A
value of P ˂ 0.05 was considered as statistically important.
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Table 1
ANOVA and Tukey’s post-hoc analysis results for Antioxidant studies (DPPH assay).
ANOVA result

Concentration
(12.5mg/mL)

Concentration
(25mg/mL)

Concentration
(50mg/mL)

Concentration
(100mg/mL)

Concentration
(200mg/mL)

F value

(F¼936.2***)

(F¼1771 ***)

(F¼1796***)

(F¼242.3***)

(F¼73.65**)

-30.64***
-30.38***
-36.72***
0.2633
-6.083***
-6.347***

-19.78***
-21.00***
-28.78***
-1.220
-8.997***
-7.777***

-10.22***
-12.55***
-13.42***
-2.330*
-3.197***
-0.8667

1.773***
4.437**
-4.247***
2.663
-6.020***
-8.683***

Tukey’s post-hoc analysis
(I)type

(J) type

Mean difference (I-J)

M. citrifolia bark extract
M. citrifolia bark extract
M. citrifolia bark extract
AgNP-M.citrifolia
AgNP-M.citrifolia
AuNP-M.citrifolia

AgNP-M.citrifolia
AuNP-M.citrifolia
Ascorbic acid
AuNP-M.citrifolia
Ascorbic acid
Ascorbic acid

-17.73***
-27.20***
-30.57***
-9.470***
-12.85***
-3.377**

Note:

*** **

,

and

*

indicate signiﬁcance at the level of 1%, 5% and 10% respectively.

3. Results and discussion
3.1. UVevis. spectroscopic analysis
UVevis. spectroscopic analysis is used to ascertain the formation and stability of AgNPs and AuNPs. The reduction of Agþ ions
into Ag0 and Au3þ to Au0 nanoparticles was conﬁrmed by
measuring the absorption spectrum of the reaction mixtures in the
range of 200e800 nm [26]. The UV vis. spectrum of the bark extract

of M. citrifolia does not show any peak in the given range (Fig. 1a).
Upon continuous microwave irradiation for 3 min, the color of the
reaction mixture changes from yellow to brown in the case of
AgNPs. AuNPs formed in a span of irradiation of 2 min because of
the reduction potential possessed by gold [16]. The change in color
of the reaction mixture, i.e., yellow to wine red, is a clear evidence
for the formation of AuNPs. The UVevis. spectrum recorded for the
silver and gold reaction mixtures is shown in Fig. 1b and Fig. 1c. The
peak was observed around 437 nm, which is due to the surface

Fig. 10. Photographs shows the treated Petri plates of different microorganisms after their treatment with samples (A) M. citrifolia, (B) AgNP-M. citrifolia, (C) AuNP-M. citrifolia, (D)
positive control (streptomycin/griseofulvin, 50 mL, 10 mg/mL), and (E) negative control (double distilled water) in the agar well diffusion method. AgNP, silver nanoparticle; AuNP,
gold nanoparticle.
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Fig. 11. Antimicrobial activities of M. citrifolia, AgNP-M. citrifolia, and AuNP-M. citrifolia
expressed as zone of inhibition (mm) against various microorganisms using the agar
well diffusion method. Error bars show standard deviation (n ¼ 3). AgNP, silver
nanoparticle; AuNP, gold nanoparticle.

plasmon resonance (SPR) of AgNPs, and the peak at 553 nm corresponds to nanogold. The SPR band arises due to the collective
oscillations of electrons of nanoparticles in presence of visible light,
which is highly inﬂuenced by the shape and size of nanoparticles
[27]. They effectively reduce Agþ/Au3þ ions, which then join
to form respective nanoparticles (AgNP-M. citrifolia/AuNPM. citrifolia, respectively).
The UVevis. spectral studies propose that both the nanoparticles are uniformly distributed and are more or less spherical in
shape. As stated earlier, the extract of M. citrifolia is highly rich in
phytochemicals and ﬂavonoids. Almost 200 phytochemicals were
identiﬁed and isolated from different parts of the plant. When
M. citrifolia bark extract is added to the AgNO3/HAuCI4 solution,
these phytochemicals play a dual role as both reducing and stabilizing agents. They effectively reduce Agþ/Au3þ ions, which then
join to form AgNPs/AuNPs. The phytochemicals acted as capping
agents and hence covering the nanoparticles to protect them from
agglomeration.

Fig. 12. Microscopic photographs of cancer cells showing the morphological changes after their treatment. (a) U2OS cells towards M. citrifolia, (b) U2OS cells towards AgNPM. citrifolia, (c) U2OS cells towards AuNP-M. citrifolia, (d) L929 cells towards AgNP-M. citrifolia and (e) L929 cells towards AuNP-M. citrifolia. Images of the control cancerous cells
(U2OS and L929) are also seen. AgNP, silver nanoparticle; AuNP, gold nanoparticle.
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Fig. 12. (continued).

3.2. FT-IR spectral study
FT-IR identiﬁed the functional groups present in the bark extract
of M. citrifolia which caused the reduction of silver/gold ions to
zero-valent metal nanoparticles. Fig. 2 showed the FT-IR spectrum
of the pure bark extract. The broad peak appearing in the range of
3400e2400 cm1 resulted from the stretching vibrations of the
hydroxyl (-OH) groups of plant chemicals. Carbonyl stretching was
responsible for 1734.6 cm1. The amide C¼O stretch was the
reason for the band at 1634.59 cm1 [22]. The primary amine eNH
group that was also present gave peaks at 2924.03 cm1 and
1230.81 cm1 [28]. The CeN vibrational peaks at 1340 and
1031 cm1 again supported the attendance of aromatic and
aliphatic amines [29]. The peaks suggested the amide linkages of

proteins and hydroxyl groups of polyphenols and ﬂavonoids may
be responsible for the reduction and capping.
3.3. XRD analysis
X-ray diffraction (XRD) studies were performed to conﬁrm the
crystalline nature of AgNPs and AuNPs. In Fig. 3(a), different peaks
observed at 2q values 38.89 , 43.83 , 64.14 , and 77.13
correspond to (111), (200), (222), and (311) atomic planes of the
face-centered cubic (fcc) crystal lattice of silver, respectively. In
Fig. 3(b), peaks at 38.80 , 44.87, 65.30 , and 78.38 correspond to
the aforementioned four planes of fcc structure of atomic nanogold.
XRD patterns showed sharp peaks with small area, conﬁrming the
statement that the nanocrystalline phase is predominant. The XRD
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Fig. 12. (continued).

analysis undeniably indicated that the synthesized AgNPs and
AuNPs are crystalline in nature.
3.4. TEM-EDAX analyses
The TEM images provided valuable information about the size
and shape of the AgNPs and AuNPs. The representative TEM images
of the synthesized AgNPs were given in Fig. 4. The TEM micrographs suggested that the AgNPs were nearly spherical and the
individual silver particles were prevented from agglomeration by
the plant phytochemicals. The average size of the AgNPs was estimated as 20.49 ± 6.68 nm. Fig. 5 represented the elemental analysis
(a) along with particle size distribution plot (b).
The TEM images (Fig. 6) represented the AuNPs in different
magniﬁcations. The triangular and spherical shape of the AuNPs
was clearly seen from the images. Fivefold symmetry of the microwave-synthesized AuNPs was interestingly seen from the

images Fig. 6 (d) [30]. The elemental presence of gold is veriﬁed by
energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDAX) spectrum (a), and the
particles have a mean size of 25.05 ± 7.31 nm determined by particle size distribution analysis (b) using TEM measurements (Fig. 7).
The reducing and protecting action of M. citrifolia bark extract in the
case of AgNP-M. citrifolia and AuNP-M. citrifolia was best illustrated
from the TEM micrographs.
3.5. Sensing and quantiﬁcation of H2O2
H2O2 is toxic to cells and tissues [31]. Colorimetric sensing of the
biologically important compound H2O2 was performed by noble
metal nanoparticles. The peak corresponding to AgNPs (437 nm)
was decreased in intensity with time, and after 48 min of reaction,
it was completely disappeared [32] (Fig. 8a). The brown color of the
medium changed to colorless. The kinetics of the reaction is shown
in Fig. 8b. The concentration of H2O2 also inﬂuenced the detection
limit. In the range of 1e20 mM, the experiment worked well
(Fig. 8c). The AuNPs, AuNP-M. citrifolia, were not able to sense the
H2O2 molecules (Fig. 8d). The optical sensing using AgNPM. citrifolia produced good results that can be exploited in analytical or clinical territories.
3.6. Antioxidant assay

Fig. 13. Cytotoxicity studies for M. citrifolia, AgNP-M. citrifolia, and AuNP-M. citrifolia
(6.25e100 mg/ml) towards U2OS and L929 cancer cells. Values are mean ± SD and
errors bars represent standard deviation (n ¼ 3). AgNP, silver nanoparticle; AuNP, gold
nanoparticle; SD, standard deviation.

Oxidative stress caused by the imbalance between the formation and elimination of free radicals in the body must be defended
[33]. Plant-based AgNPs and AuNPs were known for their high
antioxidant power because of their low reduction potential and
polyphenolic and ﬂavonoid contents [34]. The antioxidants provided protection against conditions such as aging, asthma, arthritis,
allergies, and cancer [35]. Free radical scavenging potential of
M. citrifolia, AgNP-M. citrifolia, and AuNP-M. citrifolia was expressed
as the inhibition (%) in Fig. 9, and the values increased in a doseincreasing manner [36]. The IC50 values are 55.83 ± 0.77,
23.69 ± 0.39, and 18.81 ± 0.92 mg/mL. The IC50 value corresponding
to the standard ascorbic acid is 14.64 ± 0.14 mg/mL. DPPH radical
scavenging activity showed by methanolic extract of M. citrifolia
fruit is known to be depended intimately on the total phenolic
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Table 2
ANOVA and Tukey’s post-hoc analysis results for cytotoxicity studies.
ANOVA result

Concentration
(6.25mg/mL)

Concentration
(12.5mg/mL)

Concentration
(25mg/mL)

Concentration
(50mg/mL)

Concentration
(100mg/mL)

F value

(F¼2003***)

(F¼1643***)

(F¼3925***)

(F¼2546***)

(F¼1419***)

7.476***
6.648***
-22.35***
-22.05***
-0.8280
-29.83***
-29.53***
-29.00***
-28.70***
0.3012

6.092***
11.39***
-23.04***
-21.43***
5.303***
-29.13***
-27.52***
-34.43***
-32.82***
1.608**

9.581***
6.565***
-21.59***
-24.40***
-3.016***
-31.17***
-33.98***
-28.16***
-30.96***
-2.805***

12.09***
7.433***
-12.32***
-12.16***
-4.660***
-24.41***
-24.25***
-19.75***
-19.59***
0.1586

Tukey’s post-hoc analysis
(I)type

(J) type

Mean difference (I-J)

M. citrifolia bark extract
M. citrifolia bark extract
M.citrifolia bark extract
M.citrifolia bark extract
AgNP-M.citrifolia U2OS
AgNP-M.citrifolia U2OS
AgNP-M.citrifolia U2OS
AuNP-M.citrifolia U2OS
AuNP-M.citrifolia U2OS
AgNP-M.citrifolia L929

AgNP-M.citrifolia U2OS
AuNP-M.citrifolia U2OS
AgNP-M.citrifolia L929
AuNP-M.citrifolia L929
AuNP-M.citrifolia U2OS
AgNP-M.citrifolia L929
AuNP-M.citrifolia L929
AgNP-M.citrifolia L929
AuNP-M.citrifolia L929
AuNP-M.citrifolia L929

9.243***
6.343***
-21.50***
-17.68***
-2.901***
-30.74***
-26.92***
-27.84***
-24.02***
3.817***

Note:

*** **

,

and

*

indicated signiﬁcance at the level of 1%, 5% and 10% respectively [56].

content [19]. The adsorption of bioactive compounds, ﬂavonoids,
terpenoids, and proteins, present in the leaf extract on the surface
of AgNP-M. citrifolia and AuNP-M. citrifolia contributed to the
scavenging power [37]. The statistical analysis showed that the
AgNPs and AuNPs have antioxidant power than the bark extract
(Table 1).
3.7. Inhibitory effects on microbial agents

cytotoxicity shown by the AgNPs and AuNPss selectively towards
cancerous cells than normal cells paved the way for new therapeutics [53] against human bone cancer. Cell components such as
proteins, nitrogen-containing bases, and phosphate groups undergoing bonded and non-bonded interactions with the AgNPs and
AuNPs resulted in cytotoxicity [54]. Biocompatible green AgNPs
and AuNPs can be exploited in drug delivery applications towards
cancer [55].

The invention of antibiotics conquered infectious diseases [38].
Plant and microbial originated AgNPs and AuNPs exhibited potent
antimicrobial activity [39,40]. The photographs of bacterial and
fungal agar plates after their treatment with the nanoparticles are
shown in Fig. 10. The inhibition zone in millimeter for each
microorganism in a replica (n ¼ 3) is shown in Fig. 11. AgNPs and
AuNPs showed signiﬁcant antimicrobial activity against grampositive and gram-negative microorganisms [41e46]. The disturbance caused by the adhesion of nanoparticles on the surface of the
cell wall and the inhibition of the respiratory cycle by penetrating
to the bacterial cell through the membrane may lead to cell death
[47,48]. Antimicrobial property of nanoparticles will improve the
bactericidal effect of standard antibiotics in future [49].

4. Conclusions

3.8. Anticancer properties

Authors gratefully acknowledge the ﬁnancial assistance to Sijo
Francis from University Grants Commission (under FDP Scheme of
UGC), Government of India.

In vitro cytotoxic effects of AgNP-M. citrifolia and AuNPM. citrifolia were studied by MTT assay towards osteosarcoma cell
lines (U2OS) and normal cell lines (L929). Osteosarcoma represented the oldest, the most common, malignant bone tumor that
affected human beings between the age of 10 and 20 years [50,51].
In the MTT assay, breaking of the tetrazolium ring is important and
the cells that are alive only can reduce this quaternary amine to
tertiary amine [52]. The microscopic images of the cells taken after
48 h of treatment with and without the samples (6.25e100 mg/mL)
are displayed in Fig. 12. (a), (b), and (c) denoted the effects of
M. citrifolia, AgNP-M. citrifolia, and AuNP-M. citrifolia on U2OS cells,
respectively. (d) and (e) are images corresponding to L929 cells
after treatment with AgNP-M. citrifolia and AuNP-M. citrifolia,
respectively. The viability of cells (%) investigated at various concentrations of the treated samples was plotted in Fig. 13.
Their respective IC50 values were 67.82 ± 2.35, 29.22 ± 0.42,
32.83 ± 0.81, 141.26 ± 2.5, and 157.23 ± 2.11 mg/mL. The statistical
analysis of the data is included in Table 2. The capacity of samples to
cause cell death of the cancerous cells follows the order AgNPM. citrifolia > AuNP-M. citrifolia > M. citrifolia. Signiﬁcant

Green production of AgNPs and AuNPs is cost-effective, reliable,
and renewable. The medicinal plant M. citrifolia which has been
admired through centuries proved its power as the best reducing
and protecting agent in the case of AgNPs and AuNPs. Infectious
pathogens and reactive oxygen species like free radicals can be
inhibited using the prepared nanoparticles. Signiﬁcant and
concentration-dependent cytotoxicity shown by the synthesized
nanoparticles towards human osteosarcoma cell lines is
established.
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Titanium Nanorods Loaded PCL Meshes with Enhanced
Blood Vessel Formation and Cell Migration for Wound
Dressing Applications
Robin Augustine, Anwarul Hasan,* Noorunnisa Khanam Patan, Anitha Augustine,
Yogesh B. Dalvi, Ruby Varghese, Raghunath Narayanan Unni, Nandakumar Kalarikkal,
Ala-Eddin Al Moustafa, and Sabu Thomas

Proper management of nonhealing wounds is an imperative clinical challenge. For the effective healing of chronic wounds, suitable wound coverage
materials with the capability to accelerate cell migration, cell proliferation,
angiogenesis, and wound healing are required to protect the healing wound
bed. Biodegradable polymeric meshes are utilized as effective wound coverage materials to protect the wounds from the external environment and
prevent infections. Among them, electrospun biopolymeric meshes have
got much attention due to their extracellular matrix mimicking morphology,
ability to support cell adhesion, and cell proliferation. Herein, electrospun
nanocomposite meshes based on polycaprolactone (PCL) and titanium
dioxide nanorods (TNR) are developed. TNR incorporated PCL meshes
are fabricated by electrospinning technique and characterized by scanning
electron microscopy, energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy, Fourier transform
infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) analysis, and X-Ray diffraction (XRD) analysis.
In vitro cell culture studies, in ovo angiogenesis assay, in vivo implantation
study, and in vivo wound healing study are performed. Interestingly, obtained
in vitro and in vivo results demonstrated that the presence of TNR in the PCL
meshes greatly improved the cell migration, proliferation, angiogenesis, and
wound healing. Owing to the above superior properties, they can be used as
excellent biomaterials in wound healing and tissue regeneration applications.
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1. Introduction
Impaired or delayed healing of chronic
wounds occurs due to several pathogenic
abnormalities such as reduced blood vessel
formation (angiogenesis), insufficient cell
migration, low matrix turnover, infection,
and chroninc inflammation.[1] For the
effective healing of chronic wounds, suitable wound coverage materials are required
to protect the wound bed from pathogenesis and subsequent associated complications. An ideal wound dressing material
should have biocompatibility, ability to
maintain a moist environment, offer protective barrier function against pathogens,
provide enough aeration, and promote epithelization by releasing essential signaling
molecules. Recently, emergence of various
approaches for the fabrication of novel biomaterial resulted in the development of
new biopolymers and synthetic polymers
with excellent biocompatibility and biodegradability that can be used for the production of wound dressings.[2]
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Electrospinning is a simple and affordable technique for the
fabrication of nanofibrous or microfibrous constructs having
superior properties suitable for various biomedical applications.[3,4] Electrospinning help to fabricate porous polymeric
meshes that resemble the native architecture of the natural
extracellular matrix (ECM).[5–7] In addition to the morphological
similarity to ECM, electrospun meshes have remarkable advantages such as variable pore size, high surface area, and oxygen
permeability that make them suitable for wound dressing applications.[8–10] Moreover, microporous morphology, large surface
area, and the ability to facilitate the adhesion and rapid proliferation of cells make electrospun meshes highly advantageous
for promoting wound healing.[7,11] Polycaprolactone (PCL) is
a biodegradable and biocompatible polymer approved by US
FDA for the use in medical and drug delivery applications.[12]
PCL has been considered to be an appropriate biomaterial for
drug delivery systems,[13] various tissue engineering applications,[14,15] and wound dressings.[16] Particularly, electrospun
PCL meshes embedded with various active agents could be an
excellent candidate for wound dressing applications.[17]
In the past, metal oxide or metal hydroxide nanoparticles with
angiogenic properties such as zinc oxide,[18] cerium oxide,[19]
yttrium oxide,[15] and europium hydroxide[20] nanoparticles were
loaded in electrospun polymeric meshes to develop angiogenic
and bioactive biomaterials. Among other metal oxide nanostructures, titanium dioxide (TiO2) nanomaterials have a broad
spectrum of desirable properties and it has been used in wide
range of applications such as catalysis, sensors, solar cells, and
biomedical devices.[21] Results of in vitro and in vivo studies
have established that TiO2 nanomaterials can play important
role in cell migration and cell proliferation.[22] In addition, the
uptake of TiO2 nanostructures by cells leads to the activation of
macrophages, opening a new path to exploit them to promote
cell migration and wound contraction.[23] Since the photocatalytic reactions taking place on the surface of TiO2 nanostructures are the major reason for the biological activity, a high surface area-to-volume ratio is of great relevance for increasing the
biological response.[24–27] Several other studies demonstrated
that catalytic properties of metal oxide nanoparticles depend on
their morphology and those with high aspect ratio show higher
catalytic activity.[24–26] Among the various morphological forms
of TiO2 structures such as nanopowders, nanorods, and nanowires, TiO2 nanorods (TNR) is a highly promising candidate due
to its high aspect ratio.[28–30] Thus, the use of TiO2 in the form of
nanorods with high aspect ratio would be highly advantageous
to provide higher biological activity compared to the spherical
nanoparticles.[31] Studies have shown that TiO2 nanostructures
can effectively deliver reactive oxygen species (ROS) in aqueous
conditions.[21] Generally, ROS can play key roles in molecular
and physiological events such as cell migration, cell proliferation, and wound healing.[32] Although excessive generation of
ROS can cause harmful effects, ROS at optimum dose exerts
favorable role in angiogenesis and wound healing.[33] Studies
also showed that anodized titanium dioxide nanostructures
on implants enhance angiogenesis related cellular responses
such as higher endothelial cell adhesion, viability, and proliferation.[34] However, a detailed investigation on the angiogenic
potential of TiO2 nanostructures yet to be explored using in
ovo or in vivo models. Although the development of PCL
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membranes incorporated with TiO2 nanoparticles had already
been reported in the past by various researchers,[35–37] there is
an immense need of studying the angiogenic potential of such
membranes. Thus, studying the angiogenic potential of electrospun PCL meshes embedded with TNR could be a novel and
interesting direction for the biomaterial research community.
Moreover, investigating the potential of TNR in electrospun
membranes to promote cell migration will also be an interesting area to be explored in detail.
In addition, unlike spherical TiO2 nanoparticles, TNR would
provide superior catalytic and biological activity due to the
higher surface area to volume ratio which has to be further
explored. Application of high surface area TNR in the scaffolds
would provide additional advantages like superior mechanical
properties due to the reinforcement effect of well dispersed
TNR in the polymer matrix. Thus, in this study, we report the
development of electrospun PCL meshes loaded with TNR as
an active agent to promote cell adhesion, cell migration, angiogenesis, and wound healing.

2. Experimental Section
2.1. Synthesis of TNR
The commercial TiO2 nanoparticle powder with average diameter of 25 nm (Sigma-Aldrich) was used as the precursor for
TNR synthesis. In brief, 0.2 g of the precursor was suspended in
20 mL of NaOH (10 mol L−1, Merck) aqueous solution followed
by hydrothermal treatment (150 °C) for 24 h. After cooling, the
reaction mixture was centrifuged at 12 000 rpm (15 min) and
the centrifugate was collected. The obtained TNR centrifugate
was washed carefully with water and 0.1 mol L−1 HCl (Merck)
aqueous solution, then centrifuged (12 000 rpm, 5 min). This
process was repeated several times and lastly in ethanol which
was then ultrasonicated to fragment the nanofibers and dried
in a hot air oven at 60 °C for 24 h. Finally, the sample was calcined at 400 °C for 2 h and grinded using mortar and pestle.
UV–Visible (VIS) absorbance spectra of TNR particles after
dispersing in ethanol by sonication was measured with PerkinElmer, LAMBDA 1050 spectrophotometer between 200 and
600 nm. Perkin-Elmer, spectrum 400 Fourier transform infrared
(FTIR) spectrometer was used to obtain FTIR spectrum of samples (400–4000 cm−1). D8-Advance of Bruker, having CuKa radiation with energy 8.04 keV and wavelength 1.54 A° was used
to record X-Ray Diffraction (XRD) pattern (2θ range of 30–80°)
of synthesized TNR. Transmission electron microscope (TEM,
JEOL, JSM-2100) was used to understand the size and shape
of TNR. Selected area electron diffraction (SAED) was used to
understand the crystallinity and crystallographic planes of TNR.

2.2. Development of Electrospun PCL-TNR Meshes
For the fabrication of nanocomposite meshes, 12% w/v PCL (Mn
80 000-120 000, Sigma-Aldrich) solutions (in acetone, Merck) containing 0.5%, 1%, 2%, and 4% w/w TNR was prepared. Similar
concentration of PCL solution without TNR were also prepared.
Then, 10 mL of the prepared PCL solutions were electrospun
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at a flow rate of 1 mL h−1 as described previously.[38] The tip to
collector distance and the applied voltage were 15 cm and 15 kV,
respectively. Spinning was performed for a predetermined time
period to get samples with similar thickness (1 ± 0.3 mm).
Hereafter, PCL meshes with a TNR content of 0.5%, 1%, 2%,
and 4% w/w referred to as PCL-TNR-0.5%, PCL-TNR-1%, PCLTNR-2%, and PCL-TNR-4%, respectively.

2.3. Basic Characterization of PCL-TNR Meshes
Gold coated specimens were characterized using scanning
electron microscopy (SEM, Hitachi SU6600). The average fiber
diameter of each sample was measured from SEM images
using ImageJ software. The presence of TNR in PCL mesh
was detected using EDS (Oxford Swift ED) which is attached
to Nova NanoSEM 450, FEI. FTIR and XRD analyses were performed as described in the case of TNR.
DSC analysis of the samples were performed using Perkin
Elmer Pyris 7 DSC instrument in nitrogen atmosphere. The
samples (5 mg) were heated from 0 °C to +100 °C at 10 °C
min−1 with a 1 min hold at +100 °C, then, cooled at 10 °C min−1
to 0 °C. Subsequently, after 1 min hold at 0 °C, samples were
heated from 0 °C to +100 °C at 10 °C min−1. Thermodynamic
properties such as enthalpy of melting (ΔHm), enthalpy of crystallization (ΔHc), melting temperature (Tm), crystallization temperature (Tc), and degree of crystallinity (Xc) were measured.
Crystallinity of the polymer was quantified using Equation (1).
%Crystallinity = [ ∆Hm]/∆Hm ° × 100% (1)
ΔHm and ΔHm° are the enthalpy of melting of the samples
and enthalpy of melting of 100% crystalline PCL, respectively,
(ΔHm = 139.5 J g−1).[39]

2.4. Uniaxial Tensile Properties of PCL-TNR Nanocomposite
Meshes
PCL and PCL-TNR nanocomposite meshes were cut into
6 × 1 cm2 dimensions and used for tensile testing. The thickness
of the meshes were measured using a digital Vernier caliper
and those with more than or less than 1 ± 0.3 mm thickness
were neglected from the testing. Instron 5943 extended column
universal testing machine was used for testing according to the
ASTM D882-2012 standard. A 3 cm gauge distance was kept for
mechanical loading. For the testing, 1 kN load cell at a crosshead
speed of 1 mm s−1 was used. Five samples were tested in each
case and average value (mean ± SD) were reported as the results.
Stress versus strain graphs were drawn from the obtained data.

2.5. In Vitro Cell Culture Studies

was obtained from donors and immortalized as described in
the earlier work.[40]

2.5.2. Cell Adhesion on the Meshes
3T3 fibroblasts and HOEC were used to assess the morphology
of cells grown over the meshes. 3T3 fibroblast cells (passage 37)
were seeded on neat PCL and PCL-TNR meshes at 50 000 cells
per cm2 and cultured with Dulbecco’s Modified Eagles Media
(DMEM, Gibco) supplemented with 10% FBS (Gibco) and 0.1%
penicillin-streptomycin solution (Gibco) in 24 well plates.
Similarly, epithelial cells (HOEC, Passage 37) were seeded on
the samples (1 × 1 cm size) at a density of 50 000 cells per cm2
and cultured in 24 well plates. Keratinocyte-SFM (Gibco) with
bovine pituitary extract supplement (Gibco) and 1% Penicillin–
Streptomycin–Neomycin solution (Gibco) was used for the culturing of HOEC.
After 24 h cell culture, the cell seeded meshes were stained
with DAPI (Invitrogen) and Phalloidin (Invitrogen) as per the
manufacturer’s protocol. Images were taken with a Leica florescent microscope (Leica DMi8 S Platform).

2.5.3. MTT Cell Viability Assay
Cell viability on PCL and PCL-TNR meshes were tested by MTT
(3-(4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5-diphenyl tetrazolium bromide)
assay as described in earlier study.[2] 3T3 fibroblast cells (passage
38) and HaCat keratinocytes (passage 42) were seeded on neat
PCL and PCL-TNR meshes at 10 000 cells per cm2 and cultured
with Dulbecco’s Modified Eagles Media (DMEM, Gibco) supplemented with 10% FBS (Gibco) and 0.1% penicillin–streptomycin
solution (Gibco) in 24 well plates. The cells were allowed to grow
for 24 h, 3 days, and 7 days followed by MTT assay. To calculate
effect of developed meshes on cell viability, Equation (2) was used.
Cell proliferation ( % ) = ( OD sample/OD control ) × 100 (2)
All the experiments were repeated three times and absorbance were measured in triplicates.

2.5.4. Live/Dead Assay
3T3 Fibroblasts and HaCat keratinocytes were seeded on presterilized and pre-wetted meshes at a density of 10 000 cells per
well in a 24 well plates and cultured under appropriate conditions
as described in previous sections. After 3 days of incubation, cell
viability on PCL and nanocomposite meshes was assessed using
the Live/Dead cell imaging kit (Invitrogen) according to manufacturer’s instructions. Live and dead cells were imaged with a fluorescent microscope using FITC and rhodamine filters, respectively.

2.5.1. Cell Lines Used
2.5.5. In Vitro Cell Migration Assay
Mouse 3T3 fibroblasts and immortalized human HaCat
keratinocytes were obtained from ATCC (American Type
Culture Collection, USA). Human Oral Epithelial Cells (HOEC)
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For determining the effect of PCL-TNR meshes on keratinocyte migration, the in vitro wound contraction assay (scratch
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assay) was performed using 3T3 and HaCaT cells as described
in our earlier report.[41] Briefly, cells were cultured in 24 well
plates until subconfluence in appropriate media as described
in previous sections. Pre-sterilized 1 × 1 cm2 sized PCL and
PCL-TNR samples were placed on the wounds created on cell
culture plates. Control wells were also included. Photographs
of wounds were taken soon after the wounding procedure and
after 24 h of incubation using inverted microscope (Leica DMi1
Inverted Fluorescent Microscope). Experiments were performed in triplicates. Wound contraction was quantified from
the images using Equation (3).

the dorsal side of the guinea pigs. Each animal received any of
the implantation from the following groups: i) PCL, ii) PCLTNR-0.5%, iii) PCL-TNR-1%, iv) PCL-TNR-2%, and v) PCLTNR-4%. The wounds were closed with polyamide sutures
(Centlon, CNW 3320). After 1 week, the animals were anaesthetized as described before and the meshes were retrieved.
Obtained samples were fixed (10% buffered formalin) and
embedded in paraffin for histological analysis. The sections
were stained with Hematoxylin and Eosin. Experiments were
performed in triplicate.

Wound contraction(%) = (Wd 0 − Wd t )/Wd 0 × 100 (3)

2.7.2. Wound Healing Experiment

Whereas Wd0 is the distance between wound boundaries
immediately after wounding procedure and Wdt is the distance
between wound boundaries after time “t” of sample treatment.

Male Sprague Dawley rats (180–260 g) were selected from the
inbred animals for the wound healing experiment. The animal
breed was obtained from Kerala Veterinary and Animal Sciences
University, Mannuthy, India. All the surgical procedures were
performed with the approval of institutional animal ethics committee (No.602/PO/Re/S/2002/CPCSEA) by strictly adhering to
the guidelines of CPCSEA constituted by the Ministry of Environment, Forests and Climate Change, Animal Welfare Division of Government of India in Pushpagiri Institute of Medical
Sciences and Research Centre, Tiruvalla, Kerala, India.
After anaesthetizing the animals as described in previous
section, dorsal region of the rats was shaved, wiped with alcohol
and two 1.5 × 1.5 cm full thickness skin excision wounds were
created. The scaffolds with 1.5 × 1.5 cm dimensions were
sutured on the wound. In order to minimize the number of
animals, only neat PCL and PCL-TNF-1% meshes were used
for the implantation. Decision for the selection of PCL-TNR-1%
was made based on the results of in vitro cell culture studies,
CAM angiogenesis assay, and in vivo implantation study. The
photographs were taken every other day until the 4th week of
experiment. The percentage of wound healing was calculated
using Equation (4)

2.6. Angiogenic Property by Chicken Chorioallantoic Membrane
Assay (CAM)
Fertilized eggs were purchased from Arab Qatari for Poultry
Production, Shamal road, Farm Street, Qatar and were placed
in an egg incubator at 37 °C with 55% humidity. At the 4th
day of egg incubation, a small window (1 cm2) was opened in
eggshell, exposed the CAM and sterilized meshes (1 cm2) were
placed on the CAM. The windows were sealed with transparent
adhesive tape and returned to the incubator. After 24 h of treatment, the eggs were reopened, and the CAM were examined
for the angiogenesis. Images of CAM were taken with a stereo
microscope (Zeiss Stemi 508). Quantification of angiogenesis
was performed using AngioQuant software. The results are
expressed as mean ± SD of angiogenesis response obtained
from four viable embryos for each group.

2.7. In Vivo Studies

W% = [WA 0 − WA t ]/WA 0 × 100 (4)

2.7.1. Angiogenesis after Subcutaneous Implantation in
Guinea Pigs

where W% is the percentage of wound healing, WA0 is the
area of wound at first day, and WAt is the area of wound after
different days of treatment. Experiments were performed in
triplicate.

American satin guinea pigs weighing 200–300 g were selected
from the inbred group of animals from the animal house of
Pushpagiri Institute of Medical Sciences and Research Centre,
Tiruvalla, Kerala, India. Animal experiments were performed
with the prior permission from institutional animal ethics committee (No.602/PO/Re/S/2002/CPCSEA) and were conducted
strictly adhering to the guidelines of CPCSEA constituted by the
Ministry of Environment, Forests and Climate Change, Animal
Welfare Division of Government of India in Pushpagiri Institute of Medical Sciences and Research Centre, Tiruvalla, Kerala,
India. Animals were provided with standard environmental controlled conditions of 23 ± 5 °C, 12 h light–dark cycle, had free
access to standard food and UV sterilized water. The animals
were anesthetized by intraperitoneal injection of combination of
ketamine hydrochloride (50 mg kg−1) and xylazine (5 mg kg−1).
After anaesthetizing the animals as described above, two
surgical incisions approximately 2 cm in length were made on
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2.8. Statistical Analysis
The statistical analysis was performed using the un-paired
Student’s t-test and “One-way ANOVA” were performed using
GraphPad Prism. p < 0.05 was considered as statistically significantly different than the control groups.

3. Results and Discussions
3.1. Morphological and Physical Properties of TNR
TEM images of the obtained TNR are given in Figure 1A,B. In
general, the synthesized TNR were in fiber like morphology
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Figure 1. Results of the characterization of TNR for the morphological and physicochemical properties. A,B) TEM images showing the size and morphology of synthesised TNR at two different magnifications. C) HR-TEM image of TNR. D) SAED pattern of TNR. E) UV–Vis spectrum showing the
characteristic absorption maximum between 200 and 400 nm. F) FTIR spectrum showing the presence vibrational bands corresponding to the TiO2.
G) XRD pattern of TNR showing the characteristic diffraction patterns of TiO2.

without forming any clusters or agglomerates. TEM images
show that the nanorods were of highly elongated morphology
and had an average diameter of 26 ± 4 nm. Higher magnification image clearly indicated that each tube was formed by the
parallel arrangement of several small nanofibers with average
diameter of 2.5 ± 1.5 nm (Figure 1B). HR-TEM image shows
each such small fibers further composed of several parallelly
arranged monocrystalline fiber crystallites (Figure 1C). This
lattice-resolved image indicates the anatase phase of TiO2 with
the lattice spacing of 0.35 nm corresponding to the prominent
(101) plane. SAED image shows the characteristic diffraction
pattern of TiO2 nanoparticles (Figure 1D). The observed ring
patterns confirm that the fibers consisted of nanocrystals. Diffraction pattern of TNR shows the reflections form both the
anatase (101) and rutile (101) phases. However, it reveals that
the TNR was predominantly composed of single crystalline
anatase phase.[42]
The UV–Vis reflection spectra given in Figure 1E clearly
shows the optical properties of the synthesized TNR. The characteristic absorption maxima of TiO2 nanomaterials can be
observed between 200 and 500 nm.[43] FTIR spectrum of TNR
is presented in Figure 1F. The spectrum of the obtained sample
shows a broad peak at 3400 cm−1 correspond to the stretching
vibration of hydroxyl groups from the surface-absorbed
water.[44] The absorption at 1638 cm−1 might be related to the
bending vibration of hydroxyl groups from the hydrate formed
in the presence of water.[45] Peak from 800 to 400 cm−1 with
a maxima at 523.88 cm−1 show the stretching vibration of
TiO.[45] XRD was used to characterize the synthesized TNR
(Figure 1G). XRD pattern of TNR after calcinations at 500 °C

Macromol. Biosci. 2019, 19, 1900058

for 6 h shows prominent diffraction peaks positioned at 2θ =
25.5°, 38.0°, 48.2°, 54.5°, 55.3°, 63.06°, 69.2°, 70.4°, and 75.2°
that are assigned to (101), (104), (200), (105), (211), (204), (116),
(220), and (215) planes of anatase phase, respectively.[46] Other
peaks positioned at 2θ = 27.58° and 41.2° are assigned to (110)
and (111) planes of rutile phase, respectively.[47] The broadening
of the diffraction peaks was due to the very small size of the
TiO2 nanocrystals in TNR. From the XRD patterns, it can be
observed that the TNR are mostly in anatase phase with a negligible quantity of rutile phase.[48]

3.2. Morphological and Physical Properties of PCL-TNR
Nanocomposite Meshes
SEM micrographs are provided in Figure 2A which shows
that the fabricated PCL and PCL-TNR nanocomposite meshes
were composed of submicron/micro fibers with various diameters. Average diameter of the fibers was calculated from
SEM images and the frequency distribution graphs are given
in Figure 2B. Higher magnification SEM images of PCL and
PCL-TNR meshes are given in Figure S1, Supporting Information. Observed slight variation in fiber morphology and diameter might be due to the variation in electrospinning solution
parameters such as conductivity and viscosity (Table S1, Supporting Information). Both PCL and PCL-TNR nanocomposite
meshes were highly porous with more than 84% average
porosity (Table S2, Supporting Information).
EDS analysis was used to determine the presence of TNR
in the fabricated meshes (Figure 2C). EDS spectra of pure
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Figure 2. A) Morphology of fabricated PCL and PCL-TNR meshes by SEM analysis showing the formation of random fibers. B) EDS spectra of fabricated
meshes showing the presence of Ti element in the nanocomposite meshes. C) FTIR spectra of PCL and PCL-TNR nanocomposite meshes. D) XRD
analysis of the samples confirming the presence of TNR in PCL fibers.

PCL shows the elements of carbon and oxygen with sharp
and low energy peaks. Appearance of a new peak at 4.508
(Kα) which indicate the presence of TNR in PCL fibers. The
characteristic X-ray energy emitted from TNR are generally
observed at 4.508 (Kα) and 0.452 (Lα) keV from elemental
Ti, and at 0.525 (Kα) keV from oxygen.[49] Peaks at 0.452
and 0.525 were very close to each other and was practically
difficult to distinguish each other from the spectra of nano
composite meshes.

Macromol. Biosci. 2019, 19, 1900058

The FTIR spectra of pure PCL mesh and PCL/TNR nanocomposite meshes are shown in Figure 2D. The characteristic
absorption bands at 2868 and 2941 cm−1 are related to CH
stretching vibration of saturated hydrocarbons of PCL.[50] The
intense band at 1721 cm−1 corresponds to the stretching vibration of ester carbonyl groups (CO) of PCL.[51] The characteristic absorption bands at 1240 cm−1 correspond to the COC
stretching vibration.[52] PCL-TNR meshes also showed relatively
the same characteristic bands as observed in PCL polymer.
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Table 1. Melting point (Tm), crystallization temperature (Tc), melting enthalpy (ΔHm), and
crystallization enthalpy (ΔHc) of PCL and PCL-TNR meshes.

which disturb the crystallization process.
Decrease in overall crystallinity of polymers
affects the tensile strength, and the results
Xc% (DSC)
Xc% (XRD)
Tm [°C]
Tc [°C]
ΔHm [J g−1]
ΔHc [J g−1]
of tensile results agree with this.[56] Earlier
studies also showed that crystallinity of PCL
PCL
56.6
30.5
77.4
64.3
55.4
33.3
decreases with the addition of higher quanPCL-TNR-0.5%
57.0
30.2
81.7
73.6
58.5
43.5
tity (above 2% w/w) of nanoparticles such as
PCL-TNR-1%
56.4
30.8
78.5
67.2
56.2
43.9
ZnO in polymer matrix which can be due to
PCL-TNR-2%
57.3
28.5
78.8
65.8
56.2
36.2
the agglomeration of nanoparticles at higher
PCL-TNR-4%
56.0
29.2
77.8
62.4
55.7
37.5
concentration.[38]
In order to further understand the variation in thermodynamic properties and
crystallinity of PCL upon the addition of TNR, DSC analysis
There was no detectable shift in the peak correspond to the carwas performed. Figure 3A,B shows the DSC thermograms
bonyl groups of PCL which suggest the lack of direct interacduring melting and crystallization of PCL and TNR incorpotion between TNR particles and PCL polymer.[35]
rated PCL meshes. The melting and crystallization temperaIn the XRD pattern of TNR (Figure 2E), the diffraction peaks
ture of samples with different TNR content were apparently
were observed at 2θ = 25.5°, 27.58°, 38.0°, 41.2° 48.2°, 54.5°,
the same (Table 1). The melting temperatures ranged from
55.3°, 63.06°, 69.2°, 70.4°, and 75.2° corresponding to (101),
56.3 to 57.3 °C and crystallization temperatures ranged from
(110), (104), (111), (200), (105), (211), (204), (116), (220), and
28.8 to 30.5 °C. The neat PCL meshes showed a Tc of 30.5 °C.
(215) planes, respectively.[53] In the neat PCL spectra, there
Meshes with lower quantity of TNR (PCL-TNR-0.5% and PCLwere two main strong peaks which were observed at 21.4° (110)
TNR-1%) did not influence the Tc of the PCL. However, higher
and 23.75° (200), respectively, showing the crystalline features
quantity (above 1%) of TNR decreased the Tc of the polymer.
of the PCL.[54] TNR loaded PCL meshes were also showed the
The neat PCL meshes showed a ΔHc of 64.3 J g−1 while PCLsame peaks corresponding to those observed in neat PCL. XRD
analysis confirmed the presence of TNR in PCL fibers, which
TNR-0.5% showed a ΔHc of 73.6 J g−1, indicating a considerwas evident from the presence of the corresponding diffraction
able increase in the enthalpy of crystallization. PCL-TNR-1%
peaks of the TNR in nanocomposite meshes. However, for PCLshowed a ΔHc of 67.2. The addition of 0.5% to 1% w/w TNR
TNR-0.5% meshes, many of the diffraction patterns of TNF
promoted the crystallization by considerably increasing the
were very weak to identify from the background diffraction of
crystallization enthalpy. However, PCL-TNR-4% possessed a
PCL. Low loading of TNR (0.5 and 1% w/w) in PCL increased
ΔHc of 62.4 J g−1 pointing a decrease in the enthalpy value
the degree of crystallinity of PCL polymer whereas the higher
of crystallization compared to bare PCL. The addition of 4%
amount of TNR (2 and 4% w/w) decreased the degree of crysw/w TNR hindered the crystallization process by drastically
tallinity of the polymer (Table 1). Several nanostructures can
lowering the related enthalpy of crystallization. At higher TNR
promote polymer crystallization by acting as nucleating agents
loading, the PCL chains are strongly adsorbed on the grain
at an optimal loading.[55] Observed decreases in degree of cryssurfaces of TNR agglomerates which resulted in the decrease
of crystallization enthalpy.[57] DSC results show that the crystallinity at higher concentration of TNR might be due to the
poor dispersion and subsequent agglomeration of TNR in PCL,
tallinity of PCL in PCL-TNR nanocomposites was higher

Figure 3. DSC thermograms of A) melting and B) crystallization ramps of neat PCL and PCL-TNR nanocomposite meshes.
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than that of neat PCL upto 2% w/w TNR loadings. Loading
of higher quantity of TNR resulted in a slight decrease in the
ΔHm compared to PCL-TNR-0.5%, which could be due to
the restriction of the PCL crystallization kinetics. The most
probable reason might be the multiple interactions formed
between the polymer chains and the agglomerated fillers
resulted in the restriction of segmental mobility that hindered
polymer crystallization.[58] Degree of crystallinity calculated
from XRD also showed a similar trend. Observed difference in
absolute values of crystallinity calculated form DSC and XRD
might be due to the possible inaccuracy of peak integration or
baseline corrections during XRD data analysis. Lincoln et al.
also reported that low mobility of polymer chains through
nanofillers such as silicate layers can produce significant
effect on the crystallization process.[59]

3.3. Mechanical Properties
A standard wound coverage material should have enough and
comparable tensile strength, flexibility, and elasticity to that
of the skin. Representative stress–strain curves of PCL and
PCL-TNR meshes are shown in Figure 4A. As evident from
the stress–strain curves, by incorporating a small amount of
TNR, overall tensile properties of the meshes were increased.
Detailed information like tensile strength, elongation at
break, and modulus are given in Figure 4B–D. PCL meshes
possessed a tensile strength of 1.64 ± 0.26 MPa (Figure 4B).
The tensile properties of PCL-TNR-0.5% was relatively like
bare PCL meshes (1.65 ± 0.13 MPa). However, PCL-TNR-1%
possessed a higher tensile strength (1.98 ± 0.18 MPa) than
neat PCL meshes (p < 0.05). PCL-TNR-2% showed a slight

Figure 4. Stress–strain curve showing the effect of TNR on the tensile properties of PCL-TNR meshes. A) Stress–strain curves of bare PCL and PCL-TNR
nanocomposite meshes. Graphs showing B) the variation of tensile strength, C) elongation at break, and D) Young’s modulus upon the incorporation
of TNR.
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reduction in tensile strength (1.49 ± 0.22 MPa). However, in
the case of PCL-TNR-4%, a considerable decrease of tensile
strength was observed (0.94 ± 0.26 MPa). Elongation at break
gives an idea about the elasticity of the meshes (Figure 4C).
Elongation at break of PCL was 311 ± 14%. We observed a
slightly lesser elongation at break for PCL-TNR-0.5% and PCLTNR-1% meshes (273 ± 8%). As expected, elongation at break
was further decreased in the case of PCL-TNR-2% meshes
(252 ± 11% and 207 ± 13%, respectively). A large reduction in
elongation at break was observed for PCL-TNR-4% meshes.
Young’s modulus was significantly higher for PCL-TNR-1%
(6.67 ± 1.84 MPa) and PCL-TNR-2% (5.16 ± 1.37 MPa) meshes
compared to the neat PCL meshes (4.51 ± 1.08 MPa) (p > 0.05;
Figure 4D).
Tensile strength was high for PCL-TNR nanocomposites upto
1% TNR content of the PCL matrix which is in good agreement
with the data presented in earlier reports in the case of electrospun PCL/zinc oxide nanocomposite membranes.[51] Further
increase in TNR loading resulted in the reduction of tensile
strength due to the agglomeration of the TNR nanofillers
in PCL matrix which might have weekend the polymer–filler
interaction and prevented stress transfer between the polymer
and the filler.[60] At the low loading of TNR, polymer matrix
could effortlessly transfer the stress to the TNR filler, which
increased the tensile strength of the meshes.[61] Thus, at a lower
loading, TNR could disperse uniformly in PCL matrix and
resulted in the increase in the interfacial area for stress transfer
from the PCL matrix to the TNR and provided good mechanical
properties.[62] Such a higher interaction between the polymer
matrix and nanoparticles could be the reason for the enhanced
mechanical properties of PCL-TNR nanocomposite meshes. A
similar mechanism applies to the elasticity of the meshes. A
low concentration of nanofiller does not significantly affect the
elongation at break. However, above 2% TNR content resulted
in the significant reduction in elongation at break. Agglomerates of TNR formed at higher loadings might have created
stress concentration centers during mechanical stretching and
behaved as break points.[63] In general, higher interfacial adhesion between the polymer matrix and filler facilitates efficient
load sharing and improvement in the overall mechanical properties of polymer nanocomposites.[64] Tensile test results of
the samples correlate well with the crystallinity results, which
showed that the crystallinity decreased at high percentage of
TNR due to the agglomeration of them (nanofillers). Ghosal
et al. reported the fabrication of PCL-TiO2 nanocomposite scaffolds and observed that TiO2 incorporation improved their tensile strength.[36]

In order to visualize viable cells on PCL and PCL-TNR
nanocomposite meshes, live/dead assay was performed, and
the results are given in Figure 5B. Both the controls and bare
PCL meshes treated cells showed relatively similar number of
live (green) and dead cells (red). Almost all the 3T3 cells which
were cultured with the meshes were viable irrespective of TNR
content. In contrary, PCL and PCL-TNR meshes treated HaCat
cells showed a greater number of dead cells compared to 3T3
cells. However, most cells were green, indicating the highest set
of viability and cell proliferation. However, we did not observe
considerable variation in relative ratio of live and dead cells,
which indicate the nontoxicity of all the tested meshes irrespective of TNR content.
To validate the cytocompatibility of PCL-TNR meshes, cell
viability studies were performed at 1st, 3rd, and 7th day using
3T3 fibroblast and HaCat cell lines by MTT assay (Figures 5C
and 6D). 3T3 fibroblast cells seeded on all the bare PCL meshes
showed more than 85–89% of cell viability compared to the
controls throughout the study period (Figure 5C). A similar
trend was observed in the case of PCL-TNR-0.5%. Very interestingly, 3T3 cells seeded on PCL-TNR-1% mesh possessed higher
cell viability (113–118%) compared to bare PCL meshes and
other studied nanocomposite meshes (p ≤ 0.05). Cells cultured
with PCL-TNR-2% meshes showed relatively similar viability
(108–117%) as observed for PCL-TNR-1% meshes. There was
no significant difference in viability between cells seeded with
PCL-TNR-1% and PCL-TNR-2% meshes. In contrast, 3T3 cells
cultured with PCL-TNR-4% meshes showed considerably less
cell viability than those cultured with PCL-TNR-1% and PCLTNR-2% meshes (p ≤ 0.05). However, there was no significant
reduction in cell viability compared to the control, bare PCL or
PCL-TNR-0.5%. In contrast to the viability results of 3T3 cells,
HaCat cells grown in the presence of PCL, PCL-TNR-0.5%,
PCL-TNR-1%, and PCL-TNR-2% meshes did not show significant difference from control plates throughout the study period
(Figure 5D). PCL-TNR-0.5% samples were also showed a similar trend. The viability of cells cultured with bare PCL meshes
(88.4 ± 3.5), PCL-TNR-0.5% (98.9 ± 3.7), and PCL-TNR-1%
(92.2 ± 3) nanocomposites were comparable. However, PCLTNR-4% exhibited the lowest viability compared to all other
samples (p ≤ 0.05) examined in this study. The reduction in
cell viability which was observed in the case of PCL-TNR-4%
samples might be associated with the release of TNR at a relatively higher rate which might have affected the cell viability by
affecting the mitochondrial function.[66]

3.5. In Vitro Cell Migration Potential of PCL-TNR Meshes
3.4. Cell Adhesion and Proliferation of PCL-TNF Meshes
DAPI and Phalloidin stained images of cells which were cultured for 24 h on PCL and PCL-TNR meshes is given in
Figure 5A. On bare PCL meshes and PCL-TNR-0.5%, only a few
cells (both 3T3 and HOEC) were observed. In the case of PCLTNR-1% and PCL-TNR-2%, relatively higher number of cells
were observed. Further, the absence of considerable number of
dead-floating cells in the culture plates indicate the lack of cell
death due to necrosis.[65]
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Results obtained from in vitro cell migration assay are shown
in Figure 6A–C. After incubation period of 20 h, about
52.4 ± 0.5% of wounded area was healed in the control well
due to the migration and proliferation of 3T3 cells into the
scratched area (Figure 6A,B). A relatively similar healing was
observed for bare PCL and PCL-TNR-0.5% meshes treated
3T3 cells. Interestingly, a statistically significant (p ≤ 0.05)
improvement in wound closure was observed on PCL-TNR-1%
(78.1 ± 0.4) and PCL-TNR-2% (77.7 ± 0.5) treated cells compared to the control, PCL, and PCL-TNR-0.5%. However,
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Figure 5. A) Morphology of 3T3 and human oral epithelial cells (HOEC) grown on control cell culture plate, neat PCL meshes, and nanocomposite
meshes by DAPI and phalloidin staining. B) Viability of 3T3 fibroblast cells cultured on PCL and PCL-TNR meshes by live/dead assay after 3 days of
cell culture. C) Viability of 3T3 fibroblast and D) HaCat cells in the presence of PCL and various PCL-TNR nanocomposite meshes showing the good
biocompatibility of the developed meshes.

PCL-TNR-1% and PCL-TNR-2% did not show any significant
difference between themselves in wound contraction. In contrast, PCL-TNR-4% meshes slightly retarded the scratch healing
compared to the other PCL-TNR groups. Wound healing assay
using HaCat keratinocytes also showed a relatively similar
trend (Figure 6A,C). After the incubation period of 20 h, about
27.3 ± 0.3% of wounded area was healed in the control and PCL
treated wells due to the migration and proliferation of HaCat
cells into the wounded area (Figure 6C). Higher wound healing
was observed for PCL-TNR-0.5% meshes treated HaCat cells

Macromol. Biosci. 2019, 19, 1900058

(p ≤ 0.05) compared to bare PCL and control groups. Interestingly, a higher wound closure was observed when the scratched
areas were treated with PCL-TNR-1% (46.3 ± 0.1), PCL-TNR-2%
(44.6 ± 0.4), and PCL-TNR-4% (43.9 ± 0.3) meshes compared to
the control, PCL, and PCL-TNR-0.5% (p ≤ 0.05).
In nutshell, it has been observed that TNR containing PCL
meshes promoted the cell migration and wound healing upto
2% w/w in PCL meshes, however, at higher concentration
(4% w/w), it inhibited wound healing. Other studies have shown
that TiO2 nanomaterials are able to induce the expression of
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Figure 6. Evaluation of in vitro wound healing performance using 3T3 fibroblast and HaCat keratinocyte cells showing the variation in in vitro cell
migration upon treatment with TNR containing PCL meshes. A) Microscopic images showing the scratched area at the beginning of experiment (0 h)
and after 20 h of treatment. Percentage of scratch contraction calculated from the distance between cell boundaries before the treatment with the
samples and after 20 h of treatment on B) 3T3 and C) HaCat cells.

cytokines such as tumor necrosis factor-alpha (TNF-α),[67] interleukins,[68] and this may stimulate cell migration. In addition to
TNF and various interleukins, TiO2 showed a statistically significant increase in the levels of transforming growth factor-β
(TGF-β).[69] Apart from the possible adverse effects expected
from the over expression of these cytokines and growth factors, their expression at an optimum level can contribute in cell
migration and proliferation.[70] This could be the reason for the
observed higher cell migration in the culture plates treated with
1–2% TNR loaded PCL samples. However, at higher concentrations of TNR, the released TNR can be internalized by the cells
and result in the inhibition of cell migration through the inhibitory effect of TGF-β at higher concentration.[71]

3.6. Chicken Chorioallantoic Membrane (CAM) Angiogenesis
Assay
Figure 7 shows the appearance of network of blood vessels
growing around the PCL and PCL-TNR meshes. It is evident
from Figure 7A that PCL-TNR-1% and PCL-TNR-2% meshes
have the higher ability to promote angiogenesis compared
to other samples. Similarly, PCL-TNR-1% exhibited more
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angiogenesis by showing increased number of blood vessels
around the membrane. Fold increase in number of blood vessel
junction points was significantly higher for PCL-TNR-1% and
PCL-TNR-2% meshes (Figure 7B). In addition, significantly
higher blood vessel diameter was also observed for PCLTNR-1% and PCL-TNR-2% meshes compared to the control
(Figure 7C). Fabrication protocol of PCL and PCL-TNR was
same except for TNR loading; therefore, it was assumed that
the angiogenic property of the meshes was due to the difference in the amount of TNR.

3.7. In Vivo Studies
3.7.1. Angiogenesis after Subcutaneous Implantation in
Guinea Pigs
To investigate angiogenesis and cell proliferation in vivo, guinea
pig subcutaneous implantation model was used. Implantation
of PCL-TNR meshes resulted in significantly higher number of
blood capillaries compared to bare PCL meshes from as early
as 7 days after implantation (Figure 8A). Superior angiogenic
response compared to the bare PCL samples was observed in
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Figure 7. Results of CAM assay showing the formation of blood vessels in the presence of developed meshes. A) Photographs showing the CAM
with developed blood vessels. B) Fold increase of blood-vessel junctions and C) diameter of blood vessels were measured using ImageJ software and
expressed as mean ± SD.

the case of PCL-TNR-1% and PCL-TNR-2% meshes. They also
showed higher angiogenic response compared to other groups
(PCL-TNR-0.5% and PCL-TNR-4%). This in vivo data is comparable with the results of the CAM assay (Figure 7). In support
to our data, earlier study showed that simultaneous application of ultrasound and TiO2 nanoparticles promoted neovascularization in mice models.[72] The most plausible reason for
the enhanced wound healing could be due to the ability of
TiO2 nanoparticles to generate ROS in biological system.[73] As
evident from the previous reports, ROS generated[74] by TNR
might have played a major role in angiogenesis; however, its
underlying mechanisms remain not well understood. Studies
using other metal oxide nanoparticles such as zinc oxide[75,76]
and europium hydroxide[77] support our present findings.
In addition, we performed C-reactive protein (CRP) assay to
determine systemic inflammatory response if any caused by
implanted meshes. We did not observe any sign of systemic
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inflammation irrespective of TNR content in PCL meshes
(Figure S2, Supporting Information).

3.7.2. Healing of Full Thickness Excision Wounds in Rats
Generally, a higher rate of wound contraction was observed
in PCL-TNR mesh treated wounds as compared to bare PCL
treated wounds (Figure 8B,C). However, there was no significant difference in wound contraction between these two
treatment groups upto 14 days of the study. For PCL and PCLTNR groups the contracted wound area was 13.3 ± 3.2% and
12.5 ± 4.7%, respectively. This trend continued until 14th day
of the study. However, on 16th day, PCL-TNR sample implanted
wounds showed an effective reduction in the wound size compared to bare PCL implanted wounds. The percentage of wound
contraction of the PCL and PCL-TNR implanted wounds were
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Figure 8. In vivo assessment of PCL-TNR meshes. A) Histology analysis of meshes after in vivo implantation for 7 days showing the formation of
blood vessels through implanted meshes. B) Contraction of excision wounds during 4-week study period. C) Percentage of wound contraction during
4-week study period.

48.6 ± 3.9% and 58.4 ± 4.7%, respectively. Difference in the
wound healing between blank PCL and PCL-TNR mesh treatment was evident until the end of the study. An increase in epidermal and dermal thickness when compared to bare PCL was
observed on PCL-TNR treated healed wounds (Figure S3, Supporting Information). Our results suggest that the application
of PCL-TNR meshes shows better healing when compared to
bare PCL as the epidermal and dermal thickness might be due
to the higher viability and/or proliferation of cells.[78] Different
cell types observed on the healed skin was determined based on
a scoring system (Table S3, Supporting Information). Quantification of various cell types indicates that bare PCL implanted
wound tissue showed a low tissue response whereas PCLTNR implanted wounds showed a moderate tissue response
(Table S4, Supporting Information).
Overall results clearly demonstrated that TNR provided
its beneficial effect on wound healing. TNR packed inside
the PCL polymer chains might have facilitated the controlled
delivery of ROS to the wound and positively contributed to
wound healing. In normal wound healing, ROS could accelerate wound healing by attracting adjacent cells from the
wound boundaries toward the center of wound and facilitate
faster contraction.[79] They act as secondary messengers to several cells, which are involved in the repair process, and appear
to be important in coordinating the effective tissue repair.[79]
On the other hand, higher amount of ROS lead to the arrest
of the cell cycle progression and apoptosis.[80] Some reports
also suggest that titanium dioxide nanomaterials can cause
endothelial cell leakiness,[81] induce oxidative stress and DNAadduct formation.[82] Thus, a tight regulation of ROS is crucial
for providing their beneficial effects in cell proliferation and
wound healing. This can be achieved by entrapping TNR in
PCL matrix and facilitating the slow release with the degradation of PCL matrix. Detailed studies are required to find out
the rate of release of TNR, extent of generation of ROS and
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subsequent activation of key signaling molecules which will be
beyond the scope of this specific study. However, owing to the
higher angiogenic and wound healing potential of the PCLTNF microporous meshes, they can be used as a base material
for the further development of biomaterials for wound healing
applications.

4. Conclusion
In this work, electrospun PCL meshes loaded with various concentrations of TNR were fabricated and characterized. SEM
images showed the highly porous and fibrous morphological
topography of PCL-TNR meshes. Various physicochemical
characterizations such as EDS, XRD, and FTIR analyses confirmed the presence of TNR in PCL meshes. Overall tensile
properties of the nanocomposite meshes at optimum TNR content were much higher compared to bare PCL meshes. Fibroblast, epithelial, and keratinocyte cells were able to adhere and
proliferate well on the nanocomposite meshes. PCL-TNR-1%
and PCL-TNR-2% meshes showed higher cell adhesion and
proliferation than other developed samples. The nanocomposite meshes containing 1% and 2% w/w TNR enhanced
cell migration and resulted in higher wound contraction in
vitro. Both CAM assay and in vivo implantation study demonstrated that TNR containing meshes can enhance angiogenesis in implantation site. In vivo studies in rats demonstrated
that TNR loaded PCL meshes provided faster wound healing
than the bare PCL meshes. Overall study indicated that PCLTNR meshes containing about 1–2% w/w TNR can be used for
the further development of biodegradable meshes for wound
healing applications. However, further investigations on genotoxicity, teratogenicity, and carcinogenicity need to be carried
out to rule out the long-term adverse effects of the developed
meshes.
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